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Improving EV charging experience to speed up
electric mobility revolution
New eCharge4Drivers project will enhance EV user experience at electric vehicle charging
stations by offering improved services

NEXXTLAB 17th June 2020 - Today sees the launch of the new eCharge4Drivers
project. The project will deliver enhanced user experience at electric vehicle charging
stations by offering new, improved services, helping to increase the attractiveness
and convenience of EVs. Working with 32 partners across 11 European countries,
eCharge4Drivers will bring together key stakeholders help to offer an enhanced EV
charging experience and speed up the transition to electric vehicles across Europe.
Sales of electric vehicles (EVs) are increasing rapidly across Europe. However, drivers still
often encounter problems in finding appropriate charging options, limiting the ease of use of
EVs and potentially posing a barrier to increase the uptake of EVs.
eCharge4Drivers aims to substantially improve the EV charging experience within cities and
for long trips. By capturing users’ perceptions and expectations on the various charging options
and their mobility and parking habits, eCharge4Drivers will develop and demonstrate pilot
projects in 10 areas across Europe, including metropolitan areas and Trans-European
Transport Network (TEN-T) corridors. Charging stations in these areas will offer user-friendly
and convenient functionalities for EV drivers of passenger vehicles, motorcycles and light
vehicles, such as direct payment methods and bigger, user-friendly displays.
Dr. Angelos Amditis, eCharge4Drivers Project Coordinator and Research Director of ICCS,
said:
“The eCharge4Drivers project brings together 32 of the most important European
electromobility actors with the aim to develop appropriate solutions to significantly improve the
overall user experience when charging electric vehicles, and thus promoting the wide adoption
of electromobility, following the ambitions of the European Green Deal towards a zeroemission transport system.
“Through eCharge4Drivers, we are in fact improving the autonomy of the electric vehicles, a
factor that plays a decisive role in EVs wider and more efficient deployment, while also
facilitating the design and development of smart charging infrastructure and enhanced
interoperable services, offering additional incentives for choosing to purchase an electric car.”
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eCharge4Drivers will offer an enhanced experience for EV drivers by providing more
sophisticated services to users before, during and after the charging process, including
services for smart charging. The project will demonstrate additional convenient charging
options within cities, a mobile charging service, charge points at lamp posts and networks of
battery-swapping stations for LEVs.
Using the knowledge generated, the project will propose an EV Charging Location Planning
Tool to determine the optimum mix of charging options to cover all user needs, as well as
recommendations for legal and regulatory harmonisation, and guidelines for investors and
authorities for the sustainability of charging infrastructure and services.
eCharge4Drivers was launched during an online Kick-Off Meeting, over two days from 16-17
June 2020. The consortium brings together 32 partners from 11 European countries.

"For Nexxtlab, this project is perfectly aligned with our strategy and
roadmap, accelerating the energy transition. Working with our European
partners towards a more user-centric charging infrastructure is also an
opportunity to present Nexxtlab's team expertise and solutions beyond
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg",
sais Christoph Emde, European Project Manager for Nexxtlab SA
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EDITOR NOTES
About the project

eCharge4Drivers is a 4-year project of 14 million euros co-financed by
the European Union under the Horizon 2020 Programme. It
demonstrates additional convenient charging options for Electric
Vehicles (EVs) within cities, a mobile charging service, charge points
at lamp posts, networks of battery swapping stations for light EVs and
a transportable charging station service to cover temporary needs in
11 areas across Europe, including metropolitan areas and TransEuropean (TEN-T) corridors. The project partners are: ICCS, ABB,
ABEE, BMW, BFS, ROBERT BOSCH (RB), BARCELONA DE
SERVEIS
MUNICIPALS
SA,
CEA,
CHARGERY,
CRF,
ELECTROMAPS, ERTICO, GAM, GREENPACK, HUBJECT, ICOOR,
IDIADA, MOSAIC, NEXXTLAB, SCUTUM, POLIS, POLIBA,
POWERDALE, ROUTE220, OTS, SMATRICS, UNIPI, UoS,
VERBUND, VCC, VUB and ZES.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No. 875131 (Innovation Action)

About the partner

Nexxtlab is a strong innovation partner active in the energy transition.
As a technology company, we design innovative solutions for smart
energy services, with a focus on intuitive solutions with direct impact.
Nexxtlab solutions start from the grid side as a necessary enabling
framework to complementary energy solutions for energy service
providers
European Project Coordinator: Christoph.emde@nexxtlab.lu
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